
• JAPANESE PANEL

Recommendation to measure

®



Option 1 - Wall to Wall discounting measurement sockets

Width of the curtain
A window in the side space take the size of the window

and subtracting option 1 will add far side take sockets or option 2.
To find the redeployment see No. 5 image
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Option 2 - add the measure redeployment

+ redeployment + redeployment



Curtain width no room on the side
In a borderless window between the side wall and the window is convenient to take the measurement from the 

side wall to the withdrawal of the measure curtains.
To find the redeployment see No. 5 image

If there is a tape blind or a button we could also make the biggest curtain to cover them.
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+ redeployment



Curtain width no room on the sides
In a window without margin between carpentry and sidewalls discount the socket on each side. In 

order to be climbing a ladder and take the extent the party will shade installed.

- socket
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- socket



Redeployment
®

Redeployment

Redeployment: As the redeployment is collected in the side panels or collected on both sides.
To calculate the measure of withdrawal have to take the full measure of the track and divide by the 

number of panels that have our curtain and add 5cm.

Japanese Panel Example 4 panels 200cm
200cm divided by 4(number of panels) =50cm

now to 50cm we add 5cm = 55cm
Redeployment of Japanese panel sample = 55cm

Redeployment measures are approximate.



To the ceiling
+ 15cm

Height curtain door
In a window that is not attached to the ceiling we can measure 15 cm above it or to the ceiling. If the window 
handle protrudes is recommended to measure up to the ceiling so when installing curtain to separate it takes 

to save the handle without brackets.
At the height have to deduct 1cm or 2cm so that the slats are off the ground

Option 1 Option 2

If the window is opening inwards need a minimum distance of 2 cm between the sash and ceiling.
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- 1cm o 2cm - 1cm o 2cm



To the ceiling
+ 10cm

Height of the curtain on window
In a window that is not attached to the ceiling we can measure 15 cm  above it or to the ceiling. If the window 

handle protrudes is recommended to measure up to the ceiling so when installing curtain to separate it takes to 
save the handle without brackets. We can also take the measure to the floor. 

In Solart we like more than the Japanese panels extend to the floor. (see picture above)

Option 1 Option 2

If the window is opening inwards need a minimum distance of 2 cm between the sash and ceiling.

+ 10cm + 10cm
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+ Redeployment

Curtains in angle of 90 °
For measuring windows at 90 ° we have to deduct  10 cm to one of the two curtains, in this case we have 

granted to the curtain B.
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+ Redeployment

curtain B - 10 cm
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These measures are approximate, with these basic tips you can take steps as best fits the space you want to 
cover with curtains.

You can find more information at: www.cortinas-solart.com

For any question about measures you can contact us.

e-mail:  info@cortinas-solart.com

Phone: 932 427 646

SOLART is a registered trademark, all rights reserved.
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